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This edition features the exact same content as the traditional text in a convenient, three-holepunched, loose-leaf version. Books a la Carte also offer a great value-this format costs
significantly less than a new textbook. Bob Blitzer has inspired thousands of students with his
engaging approach to mathematics, making this beloved series the #1 in the market. Blitzer
draws on his unique background in mathematics and behavioral science to present the full
scope of mathematics with vivid applications in real-life situations. Students stay engaged
because Blitzer often uses pop-culture and up-to-date references to connect math to students'
lives, showing that their world is profoundly mathematical.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to
ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and
registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your
instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access
codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or
renting from companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your
purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access code, the
access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new
access code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson
carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with
the seller prior to purchase. -- By connecting applications, modeling, and visualization, Gary
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Rockswold motivates students to learn mathematics in the context of their experiences. In
order to both learn and retain the material, students must see a connection between the
concepts and their real lives. In this new edition, connections are taken to a new level with
"See the Concept" features, where students make important connections through detailed
visualizations that deepen understanding. Rockswold is also known for presenting the concept
of a function as a unifying theme, with an emphasis on the rule of four (verbal, graphical,
numerical, and symbolic representations). A flexible approach allows instructors to strike their
own balance of skills, rule of four, applications, modeling, and technology. 0321900456 /
9780321900456 Algebra and Trigonometry with Modeling & Visualization Plus MyMathLab
with Pearson eText - Access Card Package Package consists of: 0321431308 /
9780321431301 MyMathLab/MyStatLab -- Glue-in Access Card 0321654064 /
9780321654069 MyMathLab Inside Star Sticker 0321826124 / 9780321826121 Algebra and
Trigonometry with Modeling & Visualization
Soo Tan’s APPLIED CALCULUS FOR THE MANAGERIAL, LIFE, AND SOCIAL SCIENCES,
Ninth Edition balances applications, pedagogy, and technology to provide you with the context
you need to stay motivated in the course and interested in the material. Accessible for majors
and non-majors alike, the text uses an intuitive approach that introduces abstract concepts
through examples drawn from common, real-life experiences to which you can relate. It also
draws applications from numerous professional fields of interest. In addition, insightful
Portfolios highlight the careers of real people and discuss how they incorporate math into their
daily work activities. Numerous exercises ensure that you have a solid understanding of
concepts before advancing to the next topic. Algebra review notes, keyed to the review chapter
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Preliminaries, appear where and when you need them. The text’s exciting array of
supplements equips you with extensive learning support to help you make the most of your
study time. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Michael Sullivan's Fundamentals of Statistics, Third Edition, was written to address the
everyday challenges Mike faces teaching statistics. Almost every aspect of the book was
tested in his classroom to ensure that it truly helps students learn better. Mike skillfully
connects statistical concepts to readers' lives, helping them to think critically, become informed
consumers, and make better decisions. If you are looking for a streamlined textbook, which will
help you think statistically and become a more informed consumer through analyzing data,
then Sullivan's Fundamentals of Statistics, Third Edition, is the book for you.
NOTE: This edition features the same content as the traditional text in a convenient, three-holepunched, loose-leaf version. Books a la Carte also offer a great value-this format costs
significantly less than a new textbook. Before purchasing, check with your instructor or review
your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual
schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided
by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Prepare,
Practice, Review The Sullivan's time-tested approach focuses students on the fundamental
skills they need for the course: preparing for class, practicing with homework, and reviewing
the concepts. The Enhanced with Graphing Utilities Series has evolved to meet today's course
needs by integrating the usage of graphing calculators, active-learning, and technology in new
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ways to help students be successful in their course, as well as in their future endeavors. In the
Seventh Edition, there are several new features that appear in both the text and MyMathLab.
Retain Your Knowledge problems offer the type of "final exam material" that students can use
to maintain their skills throughout each chapter. Also available with MyMathLab MyMathLab is
an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text to
engage students and improve results. Within its structured environment, students practice what
they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps them
absorb course material and understand difficult concepts. NEW! Guided Lecture Notes help
students take thorough, organized, and understandable notes during class or while they watch
the Author in Action videos. They ask students to complete definitions, procedures, and
examples based on the content of the videos and text. Note: You are purchasing a standalone
product; MyMathLab does not come packaged with this content. Students, if interested in
purchasing this title with MyMathLab, ask your instructor for the correct package ISBN and
Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information.
In Precalculus, the authors encourage graphical, numerical, and algebraic modeling of
functions as well as a focus on problem solving, conceptual understanding, and facility with
technology. They have created a book that is designed for instructors and written for students
making this the most effective precalculus text available today. Contents: P. Prerequisites 1.
Functions and Graphs 2. Polynomial, Power, and Rational Functions 3. Exponential, Logistic,
and Logarithmic Functions 4. Trigonometric Functions 5. Analytic Trigonometry 6. Applications
of Trigonometry 7. Systems and Matrices 8. Analytic Geometry in Two and Three Dimensions
9. Discrete Mathematics 10. An Introduction to Calculus: Limits, Derivatives, and Integrals
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Appendix A: Algebra Review Appendix B: Key Formulas Appendix C: Logic
An essential resource for understanding the main principles, concepts, and research findings
of key theories of learning-especially as they relate to education-this proven text blends theory,
research, and applications throughout, providing readers with a coherent and unified
perspective on learning in educational settings. Key features of the text include: Vignettes at
the start of each chapter illustrating some of the principles discussed in the chapter, examples
and applications throughout the chapters, and separate sections on instructional applications
at the end of each chapter. A new chapter on Self-Regulation (Chapter 9). Core chapters on
the neuroscience of learning (Chapter 2), constructivism (Chapter 6), cognitive learning
processes (Chapter 7), motivation (Chapter 8), and development (Chapter 10) all related to
teaching and learning. Updated sections on learning from technology and electronic media and
how these advancements effectively promote learning in students (Chapters 7 & 10) Detailed
content-area learning and models of instruction information form coherence and connection
between teaching and learning in different content areas, learning principles, and processes
(Chapters 2-10). Over 140 new references on the latest theoretical ideas, research findings,
and applications in the field.

In this best selling Precalculus text, the authors explain concepts simply and
clearly, without glossing over difficult points. This comprehensive, evenly-paced
book provides complete coverage of the function concept and integrates
substantial graphing calculator materials that help students develop insight into
mathematical ideas. This author team invests the same attention to detail and
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clarity as Jim Stewart does in his market-leading Calculus text.
College Algebra provides a comprehensive exploration of algebraic principles
and meets scope and sequence requirements for a typical introductory algebra
course. The modular approach and richness of content ensure that the book
meets the needs of a variety of courses. The text and images in this textbook are
grayscale.
This is the number one, best selling graphing-required version of Mike Sullivan's
precalculus series. It is used by thousands of students and hundreds of
instructors because, simply, "IT WORKS." "IT WORKS for both instructors and
students because Mike Sullivan, after twenty-five years of teaching, knows
exactly what students need to do to succeed in a math class and he therefore
emphasizes and organizes his text around the fundamentals; preparing,
practicing, and reviewing. Students who prepare (read the book, practice their
skills learned in previous math classes), practice (work the math focusing on the
fundamental and important mathematical concepts), and review (study key
concepts and review for quizzes and tests) succeed in class. Instructors
appreciate this emphasis as it supports their teaching goals to help their students
succeed as well as appreciate the fact that this dependable text retains its best
features- - accuracy, precision, depth, strong student support, and abundant
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exercises, while substantially updating content and pedagogy. After completing
the book, students will be prepared to handle the algebra found in subsequent
courses such as finite mathematics, business mathematics, and engineering
calculus.
Michael Sullivan’s time-tested approach focuses students on the fundamental
skills they need for the course: preparing for class, practicing with homework, and
reviewing the concepts. The Enhanced with Graphing Utilities Serieshas evolved
to meet today’s course needs by integrating the usage of graphing calculator,
active-learning, and technology in new ways to help students be successful in
their course, as well as in their future endeavors. In the Sixth Edition, new
worksheets in MyMathLab—developed from the authors’ experience in the
classroom—provide mixed review for students who having trouble reconciling
various topics, and also give students an opportunity to show their work. The
“Are You Prepared?” section openers focus on students mastering the
prerequisite material before beginning a new topic, and for the first time, those
exercises are assignable in MyMathLab. Concept and Vocabulary exercises are
also now assignable in MyMathLab as reading quizzes.
For courses in precalculus. Visualize. Interact. Succeed. The Graphs and Models
series by Bittinger, Beecher, Ellenbogen, and Penna is known for helping
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students "see the math" through its focus on visualization and technology. These
texts continue to maintain the features that have helped students succeed for
years: focus on functions, visual emphasis, side-by-side algebraic and graphical
solutions, and real-data applications. With the Sixth Edition, visualization is taken
to a new level with technology, and students find even more ongoing review. Also
available with MyMathLab MyMathLab® is an online homework, tutorial, and
assessment program designed to work with this text to engage students and
improve results. Within its structured environment, students practice what they
learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps
them absorb course material and understand difficult concepts. New Guided
Visualizations in MyMathLab help students allow for hands-on manipulation to
gain understanding of difficult concepts. References to 28 Just-In-Time review
topics are placed throughout the text and MyMathLab to help students right when
they need it most, and new Cumulative Review Assignments and Skill
Maintenance Quizzes are pre-made and assignable in MyMathLab to help
students connect concepts and maintain skills throughout the course. Plus, new
Video Assessment Exercises and a new Video Notebook further enhance the
MyMathLab course and resources available. Note: You are purchasing a
standalone product; MyMathLab does not come packaged with this content.
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Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MyMathLab, ask your instructor
for the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson
representative for more information. If you would like to purchase both the
physical text and MyMathLab, search for: 0134379950 / 9780134379951 *
Precalculus: Graphs and Models plus MyMathLab with Pearson eText -- Access
Card Package Package consists of: 0134179056 / 9780134179056 *
Precalculus: Graphs and Models 0321431308 / 9780321431301 * MyMathLab -Glue-in Access Card 0321654064 / 9780321654069 * MyMathLab Inside Star
Sticker
This book presents the traditional content of Precalculus in a manner that
answers the age-old question of “When will I ever use this?” Highlighting truly
relevant applications, this book presents the material in an easy to teach
from/easy to learn from approach. KEY TOPICS Chapter topics include
equations, inequalities, and mathematical models; functions and graphs;
polynomial and rational functions; exponential and logarithmic functions;
trigonometric functions; analytic trigonometry; systems of equations and
inequalities; conic sections and analytic geometry; and sequences, induction, and
probability. For individuals studying Precalculus.
Earlier editions published as: Career development interventions in the 21st
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century.
Michael Sullivan's time-tested approach focuses students on the fundamental
skills they need for the course: preparing for class, practicing with homework, and
reviewing the concepts. The Enhanced with Graphing Utilities Serieshas evolved
to meet today's course needs by integrating the usage of graphing calculator,
active-learning, and technology in new ways to help students be successful in
their course, as well as in their future endeavors. In the Sixth Edition, new
worksheets in MyMathLab-developed from the authors' experience in the
classroom-provide mixed review for students who having trouble reconciling
various topics, and also give students an opportunity to show their work.
Investigate the factors that led to war Examine key turning points, including DDay and Hiroshima Get to know the opposing forces — the Allies and the Axis
Explore the greatest war in history World War II was the most destructive conflict
of the 20th century. How did it happen — and why? Packed with fascinating
anecdotes, interesting sidebars, and top ten lists, this friendly reference contains
everything you need to know about World War II, from the issues that caused the
war to its most crucial confrontations and what happened in the aftermath. Read
about important figures on both sides, study Hitler's war against the Jews, and
find out how the Allies finally achieved victory. Whatever your interest, World War
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II For Dummies is your go-to guide. Inside ... The significance of World War II
Hitler's rise to power The invasion of Eastern Europe Pearl Harbor and U.S.
neutrality Life and labor on the home front The Holocaust Liberation and what
came next
This classic student-friendly text provides a concise, comprehensive, and
clinically-oriented survey of the human nervous system. It's helpful to any student
of basic neuroscience, as well as residents and physicians preparing for board
examinations.
"The text is suitable for a typical introductory algebra course, and was developed
to be used flexibly. While the breadth of topics may go beyond what an instructor
would cover, the modular approach and the richness of content ensures that the
book meets the needs of a variety of programs."--Page 1.
The overarching goal of Physical Geology: Investigating Earth is to provide
students with a basic understanding of geology and its processes and, most
importantly, with an understanding of how geology relates to the human
experiencethat is, how geology affects individuals, society, and nation-states.
PrecalculusEnhanced with Graphing UtilitiesPrecalculusGraphing and Data
AnalysisPrentice HallPrecalculus Enhanced with Graphing UtilitiesAddisonWesley Longman
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Are you looking for the book with access to MyMathLab? This product is the book
alone and does NOT come with access to MyMathLab. Buy the book and access
card package to save money on this resource. Bob Blitzer has inspired
thousands of students with his engaging approach to mathematics, making this
beloved series the #1 in the market. Blitzer draws on his unique background in
mathematics and behavioral science to present the full scope of mathematics
with vivid applications in real-life situations. Students stay engaged because
Blitzer often uses pop-culture and up-to-date references to connect math to
students’ lives, showing that their world is profoundly mathematical. With the
Fifth Edition, Blitzer takes student engagement to a whole new level. In addition
to the multitude of exciting updates to the text and MyMathLab® course, new
application-based MathTalk videos allow students to think about and understand
the mathematical world in a fun, yet practical way. Assessment exercises allow
instructors to assign the videos and check for understanding of the mathematical
concepts presented.
Choose the algebra book that's written so you can understand it. ALGEBRA AND
TRIGONOMETRY reads simply and clearly so you can grasp the math you need to ace the
test. And with Video Skillbuilder CD-ROM, you'll follow video presentations that show you stepby-step how it all works. Plus, this edition comes with iLrn, the online tool that lets you sign on,
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save time, and get the grade you want. With iLrn, you'll get customized explanations of the
material you need to know through explanations you can understand, as well as tons of
practice and step-by-step problem-solving help. Make ALGEBRA AND TRIGONOMETRY your
choice today. This Enhanced Edition includes instant access to Enhanced WebAssign?, the
most widely-used and reliable homework system. Enhanced WebAssign? presents thousands
of problems, links to relevant book sections, video examples, problem-specific tutorials, and
more, that help students grasp the concepts needed to succeed in this course. As an added
bonus, the Start Smart Guide has been bound into this book. This guide contains instructions
to help users learn the basics of WebAssign quickly.
Precalculus is adaptable and designed to fit the needs of a variety of precalculus courses. It is
a comprehensive text that covers more ground than a typical one- or two-semester collegelevel precalculus course. The content is organized by clearly-defined learning objectives, and
includes worked examples that demonstrate problem-solving approaches in an accessible
way. Coverage and Scope Precalculus contains twelve chapters, roughly divided into three
groups. Chapters 1-4 discuss various types of functions, providing a foundation for the
remainder of the course. Chapter 1: Functions Chapter 2: Linear Functions Chapter 3:
Polynomial and Rational Functions Chapter 4: Exponential and Logarithmic Functions
Chapters 5-8 focus on Trigonometry. In Precalculus, we approach trigonometry by first
introducing angles and the unit circle, as opposed to the right triangle approach more
commonly used in College Algebra and Trigonometry courses. Chapter 5: Trigonometric
Functions Chapter 6: Periodic Functions Chapter 7: Trigonometric Identities and Equations
Chapter 8: Further Applications of Trigonometry Chapters 9-12 present some advanced
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Precalculus topics that build on topics introduced in chapters 1-8. Most Precalculus syllabi
include some of the topics in these chapters, but few include all. Instructors can select material
as needed from this group of chapters, since they are not cumulative. Chapter 9: Systems of
Equations and Inequalities Chapter 10: Analytic Geometry Chapter 11: Sequences, Probability
and Counting Theory Chapter 12: Introduction to Calculus
Teaching Secondary and Middle School Mathematics combines the latest developments in
research, standards, and technology with a vibrant writing style to help teachers prepare for
the excitement and challenges of teaching secondary and middle school mathematics today. In
the fully revised fifth edition, scholar and mathematics educator Daniel Brahier invites teachers
to investigate the nature of the mathematics curriculum and reflect on research-based "best
practices" as they define and sharpen their own personal teaching styles. The fifth edition has
been updated and expanded with a particular emphasis on the continued impact of the
Common Core State Standards for Mathematics and NCTM’s just-released Principles to
Actions, as well as increased attention to teaching with technology, classroom management,
and differentiated instruction. Features include: A full new Chapter 7 on selection and use of
specific tools and technology combined with "Spotlight on Technology" features throughout
clearly illustrate the practical aspects of how technology can be used for teaching or
professional development. Foundational Chapters 1 and 2 on the practices and principles of
mathematics education have been revised to build directly on Common Core State Standards
for Mathematics and Principles to Actions, with additional references to both documents
throughout all chapters. A new Chapter 4 focuses on the use of standards in writing objectives
and organizing lesson plan resources while an updated Chapter 5 details each step of the
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lesson planning process. A fully revised Chapter 12 provides new information on teaching
diverse populations and outlines specific details and suggestions for classroom management
for mathematics teachers. Classroom Dialogues" features draws on the author’s 35-year
experience as an educator to present real-world teacher-student conversations about specific
mathematical problems or ideas "How Would You React?" features prepares future teachers
for real-life scenarios by engaging them in common classroom situations and offering tried-andtrue solutions. With more than 60 practical, classroom-tested teaching ideas, sample lesson
and activities, Teaching Secondary and Middle School Mathematics combines the best of
theory and practice to provide clear descriptions of what it takes to be an effective teacher of
mathematics.
The Eighth Edition of this highly dependable book retains its best features–accuracy, precision,
depth, and abundant exercise sets–while substantially updating its content and pedagogy.
Striving to teach mathematics as a way of life, Sullivan provides understandable, realistic
applications that are consistent with the abilities of most readers. Chapter topics include
Graphs; Trigonometric Functions; Exponential and Logarithmic Functions; Analytic Geometry;
Analytic Trigonometry; Counting and Probability; and more. For individuals with an interest in
learning algebra and trigonometry as it applies to their everyday lives.
Normal 0 false false false Michael Sullivan's time-tested approach focuses students on the
fundamental skills they need for the course: preparing for class, practicing with homework, and
reviewing the concepts. The Enhanced with Graphing Utilities Serieshas evolved to meet
today's course needs by integrating the usage of graphing calculator, active-learning, and
technology in new ways to help students be successful in their course, as well as in their future
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endeavors.
For courses in precalculus. Steadfast Support for your Evolving Course The College Algebra
series, by Lial, Hornsby, Schneider, and Daniels, combines the experience of master teachers
to help students develop both the conceptual understanding and the analytical skills necessary
for success in mathematics. With this latest edition, the authors respond to the challenges of
new student expectations and new classroom models. The Lial team is now offering a new
suite of resources to support today’s instructors and students. Note: You are purchasing a
standalone product; MyMathLab does not come packaged with this content. Students, if
interested in purchasing this title with MyMathLab, ask your instructor for the correct package
ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information. If
you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyMathLab, search for: 0134309049 /
9780134309040 Precalculus plus MyMathLab Student Access Kit Package consists of:
013421742X / 9780134217420 Precalculus 0321431308 / 9780321431301 MyMathLab -- Gluein Access Card 0321654064 / 9780321654069 MyMathLab Inside Star Sticker
Larson's PRECALCULUS WITH LIMITS is known for delivering the same sound, consistently
structured explanations and exercises of mathematical concepts as the market-leading
PRECALCULUS, with a laser focus on preparing students for calculus. In LIMITS, the author
includes a brief algebra review of core precalculus topics along with coverage of analytic
geometry in three dimensions and an introduction to concepts covered in calculus. With the
Fourth Edition, Larson continues to revolutionize the way students learn material by
incorporating more real-world applications, ongoing review, and innovative technology. How
Do You See It? exercises give students practice applying the concepts, and new Summarize
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features, and Checkpoint problems reinforce understanding of the skill sets to help students
better prepare for tests. The companion website LarsonPrecalculus.com offers free access to
multiple tools and resources to supplement students’ learning. Stepped-out solution videos
with instruction are available at CalcView.com for selected exercises throughout the text.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
Normal 0 false false false Normal 0 false false false Precalculus, Fifth Edition, by Lial, Hornsby,
Schneider, and Daniels, engages and supports students in the learning process by developing
both the conceptual understanding and the analytical skills necessary for success in
mathematics. With the Fifth Edition, the authors adapt to the new ways in which students are
learning, as well as the ever-changing classroom environment.
For courses in precalculus. Visualize. Interact. Succeed. Beecher, Penna, and Bittinger's
Precalculus is known for enabling students to "see the math" through its focus on visualization
and early introduction to functions. With the Fifth Edition, the authors continue to innovate by
creating and positioning review material to provide a more effective tool for teachers and
students. 25 Just-In-Time review topics are placed throughout the text and MyMathLab to help
students right when they need it most. This, along with the existing Mid-chapter Mixed Review
exercises, Study Guide summaries, and the new MyMathLab with Integrated Review course,
students have an unparalleled amount of review resources to help them be successful in the
course. Also available with MyMathLab ® MyMathLab is an online homework, tutorial, and
assessment program designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results.
Within its structured environment, students practice what they learn, test their understanding,
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and pursue a personalized study plan that helps them absorb course material and understand
difficult concepts. With this edition, the authors focused on developing MyMathLab features
that help better prepare students and get them thinking more visually and conceptually. NOTE:
This is the standalone book, if you would like the book/with Access Code order the ISBN
below: 0321970055 / 9780321970053 Precalculus: A Right Triangle Approach plus
MyMathLab with Pearson eText, Access Card Package Package consists of: 0321431308 /
9780321431301 MyMathLab -- Glue-in Access Card 0321654064 / 9780321654069
MyMathLab Inside Star Sticker 0321969553 / 9780321969552 Precalculus: A Right Triangle
Approach
- Four chapters of Intermediate Algebra review. Perfect for a slower-paced course or for
individual review.
NOTE: Before purchasing, check with your instructor to ensure you select the correct ISBN.
Several versions of the MyLab(tm)and Mastering(tm) platforms exist for each title, and
registrations are not transferable. To register for and use MyLab or Mastering, you may also
need a Course ID, which your instructor will provide. Used books, rentals, and purchases
made outside of Pearson If purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson, the
access codes for the MyLab platform may not be included, may be incorrect, or may be
previously redeemed. Check with the seller before completing your purchase. For courses in
precalculus. Ties concepts together using a functions approach The Concepts Through
Functions Series introduces functions at the start of each text, and maintains a continuous
theme by introducing/developing a new function in every chapter. Known for their ability to
connect with today's students, acclaimed authors Sullivan and Sullivan focus on the
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fundamentals - preparing for class, practice with homework, and reviewing key concepts encouraging students to master basic skills and develop the conceptual understanding needed
for this and future courses. Graphing utility coverage is optional, and can be included at the
discretion of each instructor based on course needs. Also available with MyLab Math
MyLab(tm) Math is the teaching and learning platform that empowers instructors to reach every
student. By combining trusted author content with digital tools and a flexible platform, MyLab
personalizes the learning experience and improves results for each student. Note: You are
purchasing a standalone product; MyLab Math does not come packaged with this content.
Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MyLab Math, ask your instructor to confirm
the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for
more information. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyLab Math, search
for: 0134859030 / 9780134859033 Precalculus: Concepts Through Functions, A Right Triangle
Approach to Trigonometry Plus MyLab Math with eText -- Title-Specific Access Card Package,
4/e Package consists of: 0134686985 / 9780134686981 Precalculus: Concepts Through
Functions, A Right Triangle Approach to Trigonometry 0134852184 / 9780134852188 MyLab
Math with Pearson eText - Standalone Access Card - for Precalculus: Concepts Through
Functions, A Right Triangle Approach to Trigonometry
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